Transform the way your
organization works.
Right now, life science leaders want to orchestrate positive change, but
have too much to work on and not enough time to get it done.
Sound familiar? We get it.
At Enterey Consulting, we believe you deserve the support required to
get the job done right. We also know that you need proven process
improvement and effective project management solutions to push your
initiative across the ﬁnish line.

Smartsheet: A platform for Standard Operating Procedures
Smartsheet provides a transparent and holistic view of all current activities to standardize
methodologies and maximize efﬁciency for both internal and external workﬂows on all levels,
leading to effective executive-level decision making clearly aligning with objectives.

What was Enterey’s approach to SOP
revision?

Why is Smartsheet useful for SOP
revision?

● Communicated with executives to

● Increased SOP approval rate from

● Created a ﬂexible and adaptable process

● Increased SOP modiﬁcation rate (e.g.

develop an effective SOP process

● Made process visible company-wide

1.6 to 4.8 per month

drafting, revising, or retiring) by ~10x
(from 0.7 to 6.5 per month)

● Implemented automated approval

● Improved transparency and visibility
through visual display and dashboards

● Created dashboard for visibility of

● Improved SOP processing with a
75% time reduction

workﬂows

approvals, status, and other metrics
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Smartsheet is loved by enterprises around the world.
Businesses across every industry achieve more with Smartsheet. More than 83,000 brands — over 90% of the Fortune 100 — use
Smartsheet’s work execution platform to manage everything from automating process workﬂows to executing strategic initiatives.
As a Smartsheet partner, Enterey is perfectly situated to ensure that your team’s transition to Smartsheet is seamless and provides
maximum return on investment.
Adaptability
With an intuitive interface and prebuilt
templates and components, Smartsheet
helps you adapt and evolve as quickly as your work
demands.

Unifying platform
Smartsheet brings together people, data,
apps, content, and conversations, all into one
unifying platform that integrates with existing
systems, and provides a single source of truth.

Secure and scalable
Ensuring all users are empowered security is key to
protecting businesses without stiﬂing innovation.
Backed by enterprise-grade security, Smartsheet is
built with best-in-class administrative controls.

Frictionless collaboration
Smartsheet helps bring people together
quickly, efﬁciently, and seamlessly, sharing
information in real-time, so work is always
moving forward.

“I believe that the continuous Smartsheet improvements to suit the
needs of our project team members have led to many efficiencies.”
“As a result of the efficiencies seen with us, other teams are considering
Smartsheet implementation.”
-Associate Director, Global Pharmaceutical Company

ENTEREY is a Smartsheet Gold Partner
Enterey’s experienced life science consultants are committed to optimizing
process efﬁciencies and project outcomes. At Enterey, we:

DISCOVER

DESIGN

RESOLVE

We listen to understand your objectives We partner strategically to create the We deploy the resources you need to
right solution for you
(and what’s in the way)
implement positive change

Our approach helps our clients solve operational problems with long-term
results–it’s also why over 95% of our clients are repeat customers.
Email hello@enterey.com and mention this ﬂyer for a
complimentary 30-minute work management consulting session.
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